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I Introduction

The proton drip-line meets a region of high quadruple deformation around the
light rare earth nuclei [1]. Calculations by Molkr ct at [2] and Aboussir et
al. [3] indicate deformations of - 0,3-0.35 for proton emitting nuclei ranging
from La to Ho. There is sticient experimental information confirming these
ideas. In fig. 1 the energy of the first 2+ state [4] is plotted as a function of
neutron number for a number of dtierent nuclei. Although the information for
light rare earths is not particularly abundant, a trend is e=ily visibIe and for
these nuclei, energies of around 100-150 keV can be expected. ‘The discovery of
highly deformed proton emitters [5] in this mesa region prompted us to speculate
about the existence of fine structure in proton radioactivity, i-e. the population
of excited statesin the daughter nuclei, since w it was just mentioned, the
eaergy of the 2+ state wouM be considerably 10W.

Because proton decay ratea are very sensitive to the energy of the emitted”
proton, one may expect that chances of observing fine structure are quite small.
For instance, if in the daughter nuclei there is a level at energy ~, which we
will assume can be populated with the same proton anguhx momentum= the
ground state, the expression:

i9 = T’lta(Q~s)/(Tl12(Qgs) + ~1/2(Qgs – ‘)) (1)

can be used aa a first approximation to estimate the branching ratio of this
particular state, where Qg$ is the ground-state proton Q-vaIue, Using DWBA
calculations - assuming spherical shapes - we conchde that if this hypothetical
excited state iiea at 100-150 keV, the estimated branching ratio appears to be
smaller than 5 YO for rare earth uuclei with Q$~ - .95 MeV- Deformed nuclei
can effectively provide that low value of excitation energy that it is needed, and
despite the approxinmtive nature of eq- 1, some insight can be obtained from
it- If one aims at finding fine structure, one 6houhi produce the proton emitter
with the highest deformation - and therefore lowest E2~ - and measure a proton
energy spectrum with Klgh statistics.

With these ideas in mind, an experiment was performed at Argonne PJ*
tional Labmatory in August 1998. The results about this experiment have been
already published and c-an be found in ref. [6], a few extra details
ideas that have been developed since then will be discussed here.

2 Experiment

and some

Nuclei of 181Eu were produced through the reaction 58Ni(78Kr,p4n) at EI=~=402
MeV. The Ikagment Mass Analyzer [7] was used to separate the recoiling nu-
cIei of interest. The detection system consisted of a PGAC - giving positiou
and timing information - and a DSSD, where implaut and decay events were
recorded. The DSS I) was surrounded by extra Si detectors to veto out wcape
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events. The calibration of the IXS13 was performed with standard a sources
and with protons from 167”%. An energy spectrum of decays events which
occurred within 100 rns of an implant event is 8hOWn in the upper panel of
fig. 2, Two proton peaks can be eeen, the higher energy one corresponds to
the previously identified lSIEU g~o~~d~ta~ to groud-state prOtOT( transitiOn

( Ep = 932(7) keV, 771/2=17.8(19) ms )} and the lower one having EP=811(7)
kev and T1/2 = 23~0nas.

There are several scenarios that may explain these two peaks. One possibility
is that they correspond to the decay of both an isomer and the ground state
of 131Eu into 130Sm, resembling what has been seen for nuclei Iike 147Tm or
1671r. For these spherical nuclei, isomerism arises from the nearly degenerate
2s1/2, ld3/2 and Ohll/2 orbitals and the fact that electromagnetic transitions
from the Ohl 1/2 level to the other two, or vic~veraa, will be highly hindered.
The highly deformed surface shapes involved in lsl Eu changes the situation -. :
completely elirniuating this isomerism. In fact, for deformed neutron-rich Pm,
Eu, Tb and Ho nuclei, no low-lying ieomers were observed, due to the fact
that the change in spin between different NilsSon orbitals is small enough eo
that gamma decay proceeds quite fast. In consequence, we are lead to think
that we are observing the decay from the ground state of ‘31Eu through two
branches, which nicely explains the nearly identical value of experimcnta~ TIla..
The higher energy line feeds the gr~~nd state of ~s%n while the lower energy
one, an excited Skte of the same nucleus. With an excitation energy value of 121
keV, the only option for this state is to be the 2+ of the ground state rotational
band. This energy agrees weIl with one may expect on the basis of previous
measurements, as shown in fig. 1. Additionally, if the Grodzins’ equation [9]
is used to relate thie value of 2+ energy with ~z, we obtain a 1% value of 0.33,
which agrees quite well with the predictions of Mtiller et of (flz=ssl) [2] and
Aboussir et al (82=.37) [3],

From the peak areas, the merwmd branching ratio to the 2+ state is ob-
tained as:

B?+ =
Area(2~)

Area(2+) + :4rea(O+)’
(2)

and one may expect to deduce additional information about the decay process
from the knowledge of this experimental quantity. However, before we can

proceed, we need to remember that the decay of the 2+ state in 130Sm to the
0+ can occur by two competing ways, an E2 photon or eIectron conversion. If
a gamma ray is emitted, the probability that it will interact with the i)SSD is
negligible. However, if an eIectron is emitted, it may leave some of its k~netic
energy in the DSSD, which will sum up with that left by the proton. For
inst ante, if both electron and proton are fully stopped within the DSSD, the
energy oft he event will be equal to the energy of a ground-state to grot.md-st ate
event. In consequence, th; numbers of events in the lower energy peak is smaller
that the total number of 2+ decays, and B;+, has to be considered a lower limik
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of the intrinsic value of branching ratio B2~. To obtain the intrinsic value, a
correction was applied to the measured one, which in this case was done through
a MonteCarIe sirmdatiori of the DSSD. The input parameters of the simulation
were the implantation depth of the 131Eu nuclei, the energy of the 2+ and the
conversion coefficient of the 2+ Lo 0+ transition [8]. The lesson learned from
this procedure is that a deep implantation will produce a Lsrge correction to
B~+, since the electrons are more likely to leave some energy in the DSSD. This
is certainly a negative sspect of deep implantation, which is counteracted by
a large etliciency to detect protons, an important issue when one considers the1
very 1.OWproduction cross section for these nuclei. A shaliow implantation, on
the other hand, will minimize the correction factor, but decreaee the efficiency
of the 13SS12.

AS it h mentioned in ref. [6], most of these data was taken with a deep
implantation, with the resulting brauching ratio, of&& 5Y0. On the basis of, ,,, ~;l.’;.,, “)y{.< .“! “ ~’ ‘“
what WZSJdiscussed in the Introduction this value seeiiis to be particularly high,
understanding it reveab a new aspect proton emission from deformed nuclei. ..

3 Formalism

The proton decay width,
is given by:

from the initial state JiK; f~ding the ground state,

(3)

where jP and 4P are the total and orbital momentum quantum numbers of the
emitted proton and

(4)

with the transition amplitude J3JiK[J, =oAiPz, given in refs. [5],[10]. For protons

feeding the 2+ etate,

(5)‘2+= ~ ‘$2&j#,.

jJp

‘The total decay width is:

and the branching ratios are given by:

Bo+ =
rot

rO+ + r2+”

(6)

(7)

(8)
r~+

E?~+= —.ro++r2+
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For a proton inaprolate/oblate nucleus, the only good quarrtum numbers
are the projection of its total angul= momentum on the symmetry axis, S2, and
its parity, r. The wave function for this proton can be written as:

(9)

where t and j are the orbital and total proton angular momentum inside the
nucleus and the expansion coefficients ~“ satisfy ~~j Icfir 12= 1. For instance,

a 3/2+ wave function will look like:

Due to angular momentum ccmeervation, the decay to the 0+ wiI1 r~qfi@ that .,j~f~l...

&, be equ~ ~ 3/2, but if it feeds the 2+ state, & Cm be equaJ @3/2, 5/2 ad” “’,’ “” ‘“ “’““’”-
7/2. We wili examine the contribution of each term to the B2+ value. As was
mentioned in the introduction, the term with jp=3/2 wiIl produce a perceptual
contribution in the single digit, The term with &=7/2 is of not particular
significance, since its decay is i%rther hindered by a large centrifugal barrier. The
decay with ~p=5/2 on the other hand, has the potential of becoming important
if ~C2,3/21< lCZ,SIZ~.In other words, the hindrance caused by the reduction in
proton energy can be overcome with a favorable proton wave functitm structure.

SirniIarly, a 5/2+ wave fimction will Iook like:

(11)

A decay to the 2+ will require jP=5/2, 7}2 and 9/2. This time, however, the
conditions that favor an enhancement in l?2+ are not present.

one then concludes that Nilsson orbitals [AfnsA]f?r, for which one can find
an integer number k so that !d = N –2&– 1/2, are likely to produce a higher B2+
value than orbitals with $2= 1? – 2k + 1/2. For instauce the orbitals [411]3/2+
and [532] 5/2- belong to the first group, while [413]5/2+ and [623]7/2- belong
to the second group.

When ‘SIEU was first observed, it was not possible to discern between the
[411] 1/2+ and [413]5/2+ orbitaIs on the basis of proton energy and half-life
alone. The results of our calculations are shown in fig. 3. Based on what was
discussed on the previous paragraphs, it shouIdn’t come as a surprise that only
the [411]1/2~ orbital can produce a Bz+ value as large as the measured one.

4 Energy dependence ofbranching ratio

Fine structure with a measurable value of B2+ hss been so far found in ‘SIEU.

Other cases could be L.helighter IJu isotopea, for which the proton Q-value is
also larger. One may woudcr then what -J32+values will be found for thwe
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nuclei. Fig. 4 shows theproton Tlia and B2+ as a function of the proton energy
for the [41 1]3/2+ orbitaL A value of E2+ of 120 keV wae assumed for these
calculations. These results indicate a fast incrmse of the br=ching ratio with
increasing proton energy. In particular, it may eventually reach the point where
both ground state and 2+ are populated tith the same intensity.

The experimental observation of this feature will be very interesting. LJn-
fortunately, production cross sectione are quite small. I)epending on the input
parameters one usee in a Statistical Model ca~cuiation, we obtain values close
to 1 nb or smaller, which will require considerable sxnounts of beam time. ID
addition, the proton Q-values could be too large and a development of an ex-
perimental technique to study very fast proton emitters would have to be done.

This dependence of 132+ with Q-value is ako seen for cr particles. Fig. 5
shows experimental values of B2+ for even-even, adinide aIpha emitters for
different values of Q= [4]. The poink are restricted to relatively constsat values., ~. , ~,.PS,:,.
of 2+ energies (- 45 keV) to isolate the br=ching ratio dependence on Q-vaIu&.
The increasing trend with increasing Q. is easily seen, but with a more modest
magnitude than for protons.

The cause of this difference between alpha and proton emitters can be found
iu the dependence of the respective decay rates with the Q-vaIues, with protons
being far more sensitive. This lest statement can be more clearly visualized
with the help of the WKB method [11] to calculate the perietmbilities:

P = exp(–2G), (12)

where G is the s@caIled Gamow factor. For even-even a-emitters, Ba+ is basi-
cally given by:

& = P(J?* -– 2, Q - E2-t)/(P(& = O,Q) +- F(ta =2, Q – .?3Z+)). (13)

AS we have seen, the expression for prckon emitters is more complicated, but a
rough estimate can be obtained with:

Plots of 1?= (left pane]) and ~ (right panel) - where for simplicity we took
~ = 2- as a function of Q can be seen in fig. 6- As can be appreciated, &
changes little - from 1770 to 30 % - over a iarge range of Q, & on the other
hand, experiences a dramatic increase with increasing Q.

In summary, the results from the first observation of proton radioactivity fine
structure have been presented and the interpretation discussed. Additionally,
the dependauce of fine structure probability with proton Q-value was investi-
gated.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Nuclear Physics
Division, under Cmtract W-31 -109-ENG-38.
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Figure 1: Energy of thelowe$t2+ state asaftmctionof neutron munberfor
different nuclei.

Figure 2: Top panel: Measured proton energy spectrum from the decay of ’31Eu.
Bottom panel: Simulated proton energy spectrum.

,,, .,, -,.:,.,,-,...,,, .. ,.,,,

Figure 3: Calculated 2+ decay branching ratioa for ‘31Eu as a function of the
quadrupcde deformation parameter 62, based on the [411]3/2+ and [413]5/2+
IWseon orbitals. The observed branchiig ratio lies in the band between the
dashed lines.

Figure 4: Calculated 2+ decay branching ratioa as a function of the proton
Q-value for the [41 1]3/2~, [413]5/2+ and [523]7/2- Nileson orbitals respectively.

Figure 5: B2+ for different even-even a emitters as a fimction of Q=.

P.9/15

Figure 6: Ratios of penetrabilities calculated using the WKB m&hod for a
emitters (left) and for proton emitters (right).
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